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e-SITREP;
NATO @ 60: Securing our Future?
Editorial Note: This article represents the personal views and assessments of the author:
Following the Conference of Defence Association Institute Graduate Student Symposium
in October of 2008, the Top five Laureates where cordially invited by the Atlantic Treaty
Association to attend key events at NATO’s 60th Anniversary Summit held in Strasbourg
(France) and Kehl (Germany) from the 1st to 4th April 2009. Amongst Public Diplomacy
events and discussions with NATO Secretary General Jaap de Hoop Schaeffer and NATO
Policy Director Jamie Shae, the Canadian delegation also attended President Obama’s
first presidential speech in Europe; Maj Eric Dion provides this e-SITREP for OnTrack.
Global Context
NATO turned 60 on April 4th 2009. But six decades ago, when US President Truman
inaugurated the new Alliance, little could he have imagined the World we now live in...
With NATO’s 60th Anniversary coincided a number of important international events in
London (G20 Summit) and Prague (EU-US Summit) seeking to shape our Future. NATO
was leading on the security front, but the economic and financial crises were much closer
to the home front than Afghanistan, NATO Expansion or Transformation, as citizens of
our democracies believed. All in all, NATO’s 60th Anniversary Summit turned out to be
one of soul searching in re-justifying the existence of an alliance formed to cool the bear.
NATO faces a number of challenges early in this 21st Century, not the least of which are:
- Soul Searching;
- Alliance Branding;
- External Relationships;
- Afghanistan Litmus Test;
- Geographical Expansion;
- Functional Transformation;
- Consensual Decision-Making; and
- Fundamental Strategic Management.
Soul Searching
NATO’s 60th Anniversary was celebrated in Strasbourg-Kehl, in the heart of Europe and
started with a symbolic crossing of the Bridge of Europe. The reintegration of France in
NATO was followed by the welcoming of the two newest members: Croatia & Albania.
With about 12 000 Gendarmes, 15 000 Polizei and 3000 Security, ‘Party Thrashers’ were
somewhat at a disadvantage, although Gendarmerie vehicles burnt in Strasbourg as well
as a hotel and border post along the Rhine. The arrest of 13 divers close to the Bridge of
Europe shortly before NATO Summit leaders were to cross symbolising peace in Europe
was also an interesting challenge for Security Forces. And no comment on Cyber attacks.
Demonstrators were campaigning for NATO disbandment with the end of the Cold War.
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For a few days, a global insurgency was pursued in Strasbourg, Kehl and Baden-Baden.
Although most disagreed with their ways, demonstrators were making a smoking point!
As a philosopher put it at the Summit: If NATO is the answer then what is the question?
The demonstrators outside in fact had in the mind the very same point than many of the
delegates and leaders inside, only the ones inside sought to redefine not merely disband.
This set the tone for a profound reflection amongst the NATO Summit delegates as well
as leaders as to the soul of an Alliance formed in a very different context, 60 years ago.
For many it seemed that NATO’s upholding of universal values (?) and democratic ideals
were magnets for new membership, discarding the perspective of realpolitiks power play.
More implicitly, fundamental questions were being asked: What is NATO? What is it to
become in 2020? How will NATO secure our future? Or is Afghanistan a bridge too far?
Where do military capabilities fit in a comprehensive approach that is not within its core?
Alliance Branding
For as the decades since the fall of the Berlin wall, NATO has prided itself in becoming
really the only functioning international institution compared to the UN or even the EU.
Success in Kosovo has been met with high expectations for the Afghanistan campaign
that has strained the Alliance namely regarding national directives and burden sharing.
Throughout the Summit, it was obvious that NATO’s branding was different, certainly
more proactive but subtlety different in that NATO was suddenly: Securing our Future.
As such, NATO’s Military brand was being reshaped into an emerging Security brand,
with far more reaching and fundamental implications for the Alliance than first thought.
Indeed, as a NATO scientist put it: ‘Security’ includes non-military threats arising from
incompetent governance, corruption and organised crime, insecure borders, ethnic and
religious conflict, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, even shortage of natural
resources and, of course, terrorism1. Not exactly NATO’s traditional core businesses and
to be frank not ones in which the leaders recognised their militaries’ particular expertises.
The key to NATO’s longevity is precisely that it has proven an adaptable organisation
that maintains its relevance. To ensure that this continues, a new Strategic Concept needs
to clearly state the purpose of the Alliance and guide it into the coming decades. The new
Strategic Concept should confirm the link between security and development (stability)
drawing necessary consequences for planning and deployment of Alliance armed forces.
We cannot ask our citizens to support Alliance missions unless we are clear about our
own purpose. We owe it to the general public and especially our national militaries to
be clear about the challenges we face and how we plan to mitigate the risks they pose2.
The Comprehensive Political Guidance is the policy document that sets the framework
and priorities for all Alliance capabilities, planning and intelligence for 10 to 15 years3.
However the more fundamental question is whether NATO should remain the one dog.
External Relationships
NATO’s external relationship was also another important consideration for discussions,
namely those with Russia in light of Georgia and the Ukraine’s desires for membership.
Since its creation, NATO has been framed as the Soviet and now the Russian antagonist
but in a global interdependent world, this cold war paradigm has become irrelevant. The
German dependence on Ukrainian natural gas is clearly a key concern for the Alliance as
much as Russian influence in closing Kyrgyzstan Manas air base supporting Afghanistan.
Indeed, not only is the closing of the Manas airbase having geostrategic implications that
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affect the Alliance’s posture toward Pakistan’s Arabian Sea ports, but it also leaves ISAF
in a precarious position at best, in a landlocked place in the Caliphate called Afghanistan.
In a traditional geopolitical way NATO still finds itself in the middle of great power play,
set within the American sphere of influence right in the heart of missile defended Europe.
And for the EU, NATO does serve as counterweight to American or Russian hegemonies.
As such: It is high time for NATO to bring Russia into the post-cold war settlement4 and
there are a number of existing cooperative agreements established precisely for that goal5.
NATO’s reluctance to pursue the full fledged membership of both Georgia and Ukraine
at the Summit thus signalled Russia toward mutual respect, although both members were
warmly turned to the Partnership for peace (PfP) program. However, from a geostrategic
perspective Iran, China and North Korea indirectly present interesting challenges coming
from the Pacific to the North-Atlantic Alliance, under article 5. Hence NATO very much
started looking west to the East with two eyes towards Australia - Japan and South Korea.
Then there are strategic relationships in the Israeli-Palestinian region as well as in Africa,
both places where NATO could develop new partnerships and at least keep relationships.
Pakistan was also a large part of the discussions for many geostrategic reasons obviously.
Afghanistan Litmus Test
The essence of Summit discussions however revolved around what many called NATO’s
Litmus Test, a bridge too far beyond the Rhine called Afghanistan, were the strategic aim
has simply become not loosing face; ever rarely a winning strategy in counter-insurgency.
However, insurgency has not quite yet entered the minds of NATO diplomats, even with
Afghanistan as NATO’s main engagement since its creation 60 years ago. Throughout the
sessions there were talks of military capabilities and force generation scenarios and more
talks of national policy issues, with little to no references to the contemporary operating
environment (COE) we have become acquainted with: IEDs, insurgents, narcocriminals:
The comprehensive security approach served mainly for making nice Alliance Branding.
Diplomats were simply more concerned about the Home front than the actual War front.
Hence, NATO’s public diplomacy effort at the Summit shifted from making Afghanistan
a flagship of democracy in the heart of South-West Asia to better managing expectations
and redefining the mandate into Afghani self-security, self-governance, self-development.
NATO’s ability to forge a coherent strategy, allocate burdens among members and shore
up domestic support for the mission are vital to the Alliance’s ability to enhance security
and stability in Afghanistan, a goal that serves as a litmus test of NATO’s effectiveness4.
Interestingly Canada was mentioned more than a few times throughout these discussions.
Falling short of saying that Canada would be the first of a series of Dominos, Jamie Shae
said: “We hope that Canada will contribute in other very significant ways beyond 2011!”
This was to lead to talks of the Alliance’s strategic concept and comprehensive approach
which were sidetracked when issues regarding NATO geographic expansion were raised.
Geographical Expansion
NATO has its hands full in Afghanistan. Its ability to prevail remains open to question.
And with the Afghan mission so straining NATO’s resources and its cohesion, it is hard
to imagine that the Alliance is ready to take on any additional commitment further afield.
Hence, NATO should by all means forge new strategic partnerships with countries and
regional groupings willing to contribute to the common cause; the help of non-members
in Afghanistan is more than welcome. But making NATO the institution of choice for
dealing with conflicts around the world is a bridge too far4. In this perspective NATO
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Secretary General was keen to reinforce many times that: “NATO is not, will not and
should not be the Gendarme of the World”. So where does NATO expansion end then?
At its peek, the Roman Empire stretched from Britain to North Africa, Spain and Jordan.
Should these then become the limits for NATO Expansion and its limits of exploitation?
Should NATO expand to the point of becoming the Euro Corps, perhaps the UN Corps?
Croatia has historically been in the German sphere of influence since the end of WWII,
but French Guyana for example is an integral part of French territory which under article
5 could become South-America’s Djibouti from where to launch counter-drug operations.
Indeed, it is quite obvious that America is under attack in this form of global insurgency
and economically, the argument is much easier to make for Colombia than Afghanistan.
Hence, NATO’s geographic expansion raised further fundamental issues and challenges,
namely regarding a comprehensive approach question: NATO functional transformation.
Functional Transformation
NATO no longer perceives large-scale conventional military threats to Alliance territory.
Instead, today’s security threats include instability, ethnic and religious-based rivalries,
competition for natural resources, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD),
failed states, genocide, mass migration, organized crime, cyber attacks and terrorism3.
Secretary General Jaap de Hoop Schaeffer reinforced this perspective when he stated
during the Summit that contemporary threats include: Terror, proliferation, narcotics,
cyber-attacks, piracy, energy, environment and water crises, disasters even corruption.
But he was quickly reiterating: NATO should not become the Gendarme of the World.
Thus the Functional Transformation of the Alliance, from a firefighting and manoeuvring
military posture to a fire preventing and mediating security posture was an important item
with visions to shape the Alliance into a smarter more agile and versatile one, something
we have heard before. But with no additional commitments from cash strapped Nations,
and no appetite for a more robust or comprehensive stance, visions become daydreams…
Furthermore, NATO’s traditional expertise and core business has heavily relied upon the
military capabilities of technologically advanced North-Atlantic national industrial bases.
By nature, security is a different business then the military and it is much more complex.
Since the only thing harder than getting the new idea in the military’s mind is getting the
old idea out, war fighting is likely to remain NATO’s distinctive competency with reason.
Bluntly, the fundamental issue is that NATO is essentially a comprehensive one dog sled.
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Consensual Decision-Making
This metaphor of a one dog sled is further complicated when we consider the consensual
decision-making process that has remained the NATO hallmark for over the last 60 years.
All members wish to musher their interest but not all are putting their huskies on the line.
Managing a consensual decision-making process within an Alliance that has outgrown its
own organisational processes however, and with a new membership of twenty-eight (28)
were Albania now has the same voice as America at the Alliance table, becomes an issue.
Sic: NATO is more than ever in danger of bureaucratic inertia such as the UN in Rwanda
where confronted with a clear threat to its Charter, it may not be able to respond properly.
Indeed the North Atlantic Council and the Military Committee within NATO are separate
entities, but a merger could significantly streamline the NATO decision making process2.
Exacerbated by other organisational issues of further Geographical expansion and of its
Functional transformation, challenged directly by Afghanistan and Russia, indirectly by
others, branding itself away from its defensive core business and its military distinctive
competencies, the Alliance is not only soul searching; it is literally spreading too thin.
As its ranks grow in number and diversity, continued reliance on consensus may well
become a recipe for paralysis. Members are unlikely to give up the consensus rule on
matters of war and peace. However, on most other issues, it is time for the alliance to
forge a more flexible approach to decision-making4. NATO symbolises a compass: As
such, it should not loose the North while providing some guidance for the Free World!
Conceptually, a comprehensive approach is the right idea but pragmatically, strategy is
the way to bridge means and ends in space and time. Ironically, like many of our Allied
militaries, being caught in the branches of the trees precludes us seeing the global forest.
Fundamental Strategic Management
It is clear that NATO faces a number of important challenges early in this 21st Century.
Most significantly: the Alliance Litmus Test in Afghanistan is probably a bridge too far
and the campaign’s strategy has obviously shifted to security expectations management.
But more fundamentally, the issue is that NATO’s strategy is derived from Washington
which for an Alliance comprised of 28 consensual decision-making members is an issue.
If NATO is to succeed not only has the decision-making to become more flexible as well
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as responsive to the collective, and not necessarily to the consensus, but the strategy must
be shared as does the mission burden possibly prorated onto member Nations’ population.
And there should be provisions for many other forms of security and stability capabilities.
So fundamentally: A more complex mix of political and development tools are required 6.
NATO’s dilemma is further complicated when considering the two axes of the Alliance’s
recent geographic expansion and functional transformation something the Canadian Force
is not unfamiliar with. The challenge therein actually lies not in realising anyone or both
of these visions, either for NATO as Global or for NATO as Gendarme, two approaches
that would stretch the Alliance further astray but rather of finding a better balance overall.
Fundamental strategic management would indicate that Expansion or Transformation risk
alienating the Alliance from its core membership and its core businesses that have served
to distinguish NATO from the EU and the UN. Our Two Axes (2X) e-Strategy therefore
would rather seek to leverage essential partnerships with Allies such as the PfP and other
relationships, like key relations with Australia and Japan namely, while also leveraging
security Agencies capabilities such as OSCE, and stability organisations; UN & NGOs.

NATO’s Two Axes (2X) e-Strategy
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Conclusion
The more fundamental strategic management point is that NATO must not become the
Gendarme of the World as the Secretary General simply put it. This is not NATO’s core.
Furthermore NATO must adapt its consensual decision-making process to the realities of
the contemporary operating environment where it will only become harder for consensus,
thereby risking jeopardising the Alliance’s cooperative credibility and coalition cohesion.
This situation would bring NATO closer to the real challenges faced by the EU and UN
through their own bureaucratic inertia in the face of adversity, in Sebrenica or Rwanda.
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Thus NATO should strive to retain its core membership and core businesses which have
made NATO as a brand and organisation so successful it has attracted yet more members.
This is not because of the North-Atlantic’s Alliance defence of so-called universal values
nor about Securing our Future. It is about pragmatism and realpolitiks in a Cold war way.
However, the fundamental difference is the double edge found in NATO’s 2X e-Strategy.
The same interests may be at play, but globalisation has made them e-Interdependent. In
the end perhaps NATO should return the Afghanistan file to where it started and belongs;
right in the hands of the UN Security Council which under article 7 of the NATO charter:
Has the primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security7.
For as NATO’s SecGen mentioned: Afghanistan’s lasting solution will not be military.
And at the end of the day fire prevention is always better then having to be firefighting.
Reading Andrew Krepinevich sure gives us a sense that fire prevention would be smart.
So the first day finally ended late in agreement to name Danish Prime Minister Anders
Fogh Rasmussen to succeed Secretary-General Jaap de Hoop Schaeffer, but only after
winning the consent of Ankara! And the second day started with the Afghanistan file:
For many frankly, an unforgiving destination for a North-Atlantic Treaty Organisation.
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